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Abstract—Four-wave mixing (FWM) in semiconductor optical
amplifiers is an attractive mechanism for wavelength conversion
in wavelength-division multiplexed (WDM) systems since it pro-
vides modulation format and bit rate transparency over wide
tuning ranges. A series of systems experiments evaluating several
aspects of the performance of these devices at bit rates of 2.5 and
10 Gb/s are presented. Included are single-channel conversion
over 18 nm of shift at 10 Gb/s, multichannel conversion, and
cascaded conversions. In addition time resolved spectral analysis
of wavelength conversion is presented.

Index Terms—Communication systems, frequency conversion,
optical mixing, semiconductor optical amplifier.

I. FOUR-WAVE MIXING WAVELENGTH CONVERTERS

A. Introduction

A S NEW applications for telecommunications mature,
such as HDTV, multimedia services, and the world wide

web, greater demand is being placed on the bandwidth of
the existing telecommunications systems. Single-mode fiber
(SMF) installed around the world has the capacity of many
Tb/s. Commercial high-speed systems operate in the range
of 2.5–10 Gb/s, thus leaving much room for more efficient
use of the available fiber bandwidth. Increasing the channel
bit rate beyond current levels will prove to be increasingly
difficult since the cost of the supporting electronics increases
and the achievable transmission distance decreases due to fiber
dispersion. Consequently, a world-wide consensus is driving
the utilization of wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM)
technologies for a more effective use of the available fiber
bandwidth [1].

An important element for implementation of WDM systems
is a wavelength converter [2], [3]. Many technologies exist for
the implementation of wavelength conversion [4]. Optoelec-
tronic, cross-gain saturation [5], and cross-phase saturation [6]
wavelength converters are candidate technologies that offer ex-
cellent performance, however, they are not transparent to mod-
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ulation format [7].1 Complete or so-called strict transparency
is offered only by ultra-fast wave mixing techniques based
on either four-wave mixing (FWM) or difference frequency
generation (DFG) [8]. DFG performance has made impressive
strides in recent years through use of quasi-phase matching
in AlGaAs waveguides [9]. However, the use of quasi-phase
matched waveguides mandates a fixed pump wavelength. This,
in turn, means that a given input wavelength can be mapped
to only one converted wavelength. FWM in optical fibers
[10] is limited by this same pump wavelength restriction.
On the other hand, FWM in semiconductor optical amplifiers
(SOA’s) [11]–[44] is insensitive to phase matching, offering
arbitrary wavelength mapping. Offsetting this advantage are
disadvantages associated with polarization dependent con-
version as well as the required output filtering of spurious
wavelengths. Nonetheless, FWM SOA wavelength converters
have demonstrated high bit rate switching between WDM
channels [14], [15], [24], dispersion compensation by phase
conjugation (or mid-span spectral inversion) [16], [19], time-
domain demultiplexing [40], multiplexing format conversion,
[41], wavelength conversion of microwave subcarriers [42],
and also limited signal processing [43], [44]. In particular,
optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR), once considered the
primary obstacle to any progress toward application of these
devices has improved dramatically over the last year and
further improvements seem likely.

Fig. 1(a) is a schematic for a typical FWM experimental
configuration. Two copolarized waves are coupled into the
SOA. One of the waves, called the pump wave with
frequency , is typically stronger than the other wave (i.e.,
the input signal to be converted) called the probe wave

with frequency . Inside the SOA, the copropagating
pump and probe waves mix, forming dynamic gain and
index gratings in the SOA through the mechanisms of carrier
density modulation, carrier heating and spectral hole burning.
The pump wave scattering from these gratings generates
two waves, one at the probe frequency and one at a new
frequency, . Probe scattering also generates
two much weaker waves, one at the pump frequency and one
at . The wave with frequency is easily
shown to be the phase conjugate replica of the original input

1Strictly speaking, these techniques are not transparent to bit rate, however,
recent results at 40 Gb/s show they have an “effective” bit rate transparency.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 1. (a) Experimental configuration for single-pump FWM. (b) Typical SOA output spectra with 1Å bandwidth resolution; SOA input has pump-to-probe
ratio of 5.6 dB and provides a 20-nm downshift. (c) Schematic of wavelength converter design.

signal. As such, it provides the wavelength converted signal.
In this paper, we will provide a review of our recent results
concerning the application of SOA-based four-wave mixing
to wavelength conversion of high bit rate base-band digital
optical signals.

A general block diagram for the wavelength converter used
in the experiments described below is shown in Fig. 1(c).
The converter’s optical pump source is a tunable, external-
cavity diode laser. Its in-fiber output power is about3 dBm.
The pump and probe waves each pass through individual
polarization controllers (PC’s) before being combined by an
80/20 bidirectional coupler (BDC). The combined signals are
then amplified in a high power erbium-doped fiber amplifier
(EDFA), with an output power of about 19 dBm. After
amplification, the signals pass through a 10-nm-wide bandpass
filter (BPF). As described in [28], [29], this filter increases the
OSNR of the converted signal by suppressing the amplified
spontaneous emission (ASE) contributed by the high-power
EDFA in the spectral region of the converted signal. Following
this ASE prefiltering, these signals are coupled into the SOA
where FWM generates the converted signal. The SOA is a
fiber pigtailed unit from SDL based on a multiquantum-well
compressively strained gain medium providing 25-dB fiber-
to-fiber gain. A typical FWM spectral output for this setup is
shown in Fig. 1(b). After mixing in the SOA, the pump and
the original signal are suppressed using a 1-nm-wide tunable
bandpass filter centered on the converted signal.

B. Performance Characterization

The most frequently cited figures of merit for FWM wave-
length converters are their conversion efficiency and the con-
verted OSNR. The conversion efficiency is defined as the in-
fiber converted signal power at the SOA output divided by the
in-fiber signal power at the SOA input and has been accurately
modeled and thoroughly characterized [11]–[13], [31]–[39].
However, from a systems perspective, the conversion effi-
ciency is not the primary figure of merit. By using EDFA’s in

appropriate positions, it is possible to attain nearly any desired
conversion efficiency. The more crucial figure of merit is the
OSNR for the converted signal. Its importance is particularly
significant to the optimization of a given SOA FWM element
for wavelength conversion, because optimum OSNR does
not necessarily imply optimum conversion efficiency [20].
This is true because whereas the amplification intrinsic to
the SOA FWM element benefits the conversion efficiency,
it also degrades the OSNR through generation of ASE in
the converted signal band. This can be seen in Fig. 2(a) and
(b) which show measured conversion efficiency and OSNR
(wavelength down-shift of 6 nm and 1̊A optical bandwidth)
versus the total SOAinput power. It can be seen that with
increasing input power, and hence increased SOA saturation,
conversion efficiency decreases while OSNR steadily rises.
As such, it is always better to operate the SOA FWM element
in deep saturation to attain maximum OSNR. This will be
the case for all experiments described below. Typical total
SOAinput power levels will be in the range of 12 dBm and
will be boosted to this level using the high-power EDFA in
Fig. 1(c). In addition, as described above, an ASE prefilter is
used to strip the ASE spectral components generated by this
EDFA within the conversion band. This prefiltering typically
results in an added 5 dB of OSNR.

Other factors can also influence the magnitude of the OSNR:
saturation power, gain, interaction length, and strength of the
contributing nonlinear mechanisms. Assuming SOA operation
in deep saturation as a given, the OSNR attainable with a
fixed SOA structure is then primarily determined by two
operating parameters: the wavelength shift and the pump-to-
probe ratio. This dependence is illustrated in Fig. 2(c) and
(d). Fig. 2(c) shows the measured converted signal power as a
function of the wavelength shift. This wavelength dependence
can be understood by modeling the various ultrafast dynamics
that contribute to the nonlinear susceptibility function of the
amplifier. In particular, the converted signal power at the SOA
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Fig. 2. (a) Measured conversion efficiency as a function of the total SOAin-
put power. (b) Measured OSNR (into 1-Å bandwidth) as a function of the
total SOA input power, both with and without an ASE prefilter. (c) Measured
converted signal power as a function of wavelength shift. (d) Predicted OSNR
(into 1-Å bandwidth) as a function of the pump-to-probe ratio.

output is given approximately by [11]–[13], [35]

(1)

where and are the unconverted signal and the pump at
the SOA input, respectively, is the detuning
frequency, and , , and are the magnitudes, phases
and time constants associated with the contributing ultrafast
mechanisms where (carrier density modulation),
(carrier heating) and (spectral-hole burning). Many of these
parameters will in general depend on the overall saturation
level of the SOA. In the current experiment, they can be
regarded as approximately constant since the total SOA input
power is approximately fixed, due to the high level of satura-
tion of the high-power EDFA shown in Fig. 1(c). As such, the
overall rolloff in the converted power (and hence efficiency
and OSNR) apparent in Fig. 2(c) reflects the superposition
of the three response functions in the above equation. In
addition, the asymmetry in the up and down conversion
response results from partially destructive/constructive phase
interference between the contributing FWM mechanisms for
wavelength upshifts/downshifts.

The pump-to-probe (P/Q) ratio is important for several rea-
sons. First, since FWM results from a third-order nonlinearity,
the theoretically optimum P/Q ratio at constant total power is
3 dB. This is illustrated in Fig. 2(d) which shows the predicted

Fig. 3. Experimental setup for single-channel wavelength conversion.

OSNR into a 1-̊A bandwidth as a function of the P/Q ratio
for a wavelength downshift of 16 nm. Second, the P/Q ratio
establishes the magnitude of the probe relative to the SOA
saturation power. This is true because in deep saturation, the
SOA gain saturation characteristic has an effective saturation
power that approaches the total input power to the device
(in the present case this is approximately the input pump
power). As such, the P/Q ratio gives an approximate measure
of parasitic gain saturation induced by the input signal. Such
parasitic saturation can degrade the converted signal through
intersymbol interference (ISI) and chirping that accompanies
modulation in the modal gain of the SOA.

II. SINGLE-CHANNEL WAVELENGTH CONVERSION

Although FWM in semiconductor SOA’s is a promising
mechanism for wavelength conversion, there are many pa-
rameters that must be characterized and optimized for the
converter to be usefully implemented. The device must be
able to convert over a wide wavelength range. Conversion
over the entire EDFA gain bandwidth is optimal, however,
conversion over 10–20 nm is sufficient for most near term
WDM applications. The spectral range will be determined
by the OSNR of the converted signal, with increasing shifts
resulting in lower OSNR’s. Ideally, the device should also be
able to accommodate a wide range of input signal powers.
This dynamic input range will be determined by performance
dependence on the P/Q ratio.

A. Experimental Setup

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3. Signal gen-
eration, error detection, and eye diagram analysis are done
using a 10-Gb/s bit-error-rate tester (BERT) and a microwave
transition analyzer. The optical signal source, the probe, is a
distributed feedback (DFB) laser whose output is modulated
at 10 Gb/s with a nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ) pseudorandom
bit stream (PRBS) by a LiNbO Mach–Zehnder external
modulator. To compensate for losses in the modulator, it is
followed by an EDFA-BPF pair. This signal is then input to
the wavelength converter.

Following the wavelength converter is a variable attenuator
and a tap. This allows us to take BER versus received power
data. The attenuated signal is then detected by a preamplified
receiver. The preamplified receiver has a high-gain, low-noise
EDFA at its input with a wavelength dependent gain varying
from 30–40 dB. Due to this spectral dependence and the use
of a fixed wavelength signal source, we are unable to provide
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Fig. 4. Probe and converted signal spectra at SOA output for shifts up 2–18
nm and down 2–10 nm.

baselines (unconverted signal BER performance) to compare
with the performance of the signal after a single conversion.

The preamplifier EDFA is followed by a 1-nm-wide tunable
bandpass filter. The optically amplified signal is then detected
and electrically amplified with a Hewlett-Packard lightwave
converter (a PIN receiver followed by an electrical amplifier).
High frequency noise is suppressed by the rolloff of the
electrical amplifier gain for the 10-Gb/s experiments, and by
a standard SONET filter for experiments at 2.5 Gb/s. This
receiver output is then split by a 10coaxial probe at the
BERT input in order to facilitate both eye diagram and BER
measurements.

B. Performance Dependence on Wavelength Shift

The versatility in choice of wavelength shift is one of
the attractive features of FWM in SOA’s (as compared to
DFG). Large shifts of up to 75 nm have been measured [13],
[22], however, as mentioned earlier, efficiency and OSNR
degrade with increasing detuning. Ultimately, the BER begins
to seriously degrade beyond some maximum detuning. A
wavelength converter in a WDM system must be able to
convert between any of the system’s channels. Sufficient proof
of this capability is demonstrated by accessing the entire
spectral region spanned by the WDM channels from the
edges of the channel spectrum, i.e., upshifting from the lowest
channel and downshifting from the highest channel. In this
section, we investigate the maximum conversion range that is
compatible with a certain error rate using the SOA devices
described above.

Beginning with a probe signal at 1558.5 nm, the converter
is characterized for downshifts every 2 nm from 2 to 18 nm.
For the SOA studied here, BER performance10 was not
obtainable for downshifts of 20 nm and greater. The spectra
of the original signal and the converted signals at the output

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 5. (a) BER versus received power data for the downshifts at 10 Gb/s.
(b) BER versus received power data for the upshifts at 10 Gb/s. (c) Power
margin for converted signals as a function of shift.

of the SOA are shown in the upper panel of Fig. 4. At a 2-nm
shift, the converted signal is 17.9 dB down from the original
signal measured at the SOA output. This value decreases to
31.7 dB down for the 18-nm shift. The background ASE in
the spectral region of the converted signals is approximately
constant due to the constant total input power for the various
shifts. The ASE level rises slightly for the 2-nm shift due to
incomplete suppression of the high-power EDFA ASE by the
prefilter. The resulting converted signals have OSNR’s ranging
from 32 to 24 dB into a 1-̊A bandwidth.

BER versus received power data were taken for each of
the above shifts. The data presented was taken for PRBS
2 1, however, the performance exhibited minimal pattern
dependence (0.5 dB) for pattern lengths up to PRBS 2
1. The BER curves for shifts of 2, 10, and 18 nm are shown in
Fig. 5(a). For the 2-nm shift, a second bandpass filter is used in
series at the converter output to more fully suppress the pump.
The curve for the 18-nm shift has two features of note. There
is a slight flooring at small BER due to the decreased OSNR
of the converted signal. Also, BER’s 10 actually occur
at smaller received power levels than for similar BER’s at
smaller shifts having larger OSNR’s. This results from spectral
variation in the performance of the receiver.

Beginning with a probe signal at 1541.5 nm, the converter
performance was also characterized for upshifts every 2 nm
from 2 to 10 nm. BER performance10 was not obtainable
for upshifts of 12 nm and greater. Original signal and con-
verted signal spectra are shown in the lower panel of Fig. 4.
The reduced efficiency for the upshifts is evident, with the
converted signal down 21.0 dB at the 2-nm shift and falling to
31.1 dB down at the 10-nm shift. Again, the background ASE
is approximately constant, rising slightly for the 2-nm shift.
The resulting OSNR’s range from 27.1 to 20.5 dB into 1-Å
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bandwidth. BER versus received power data are again taken
for each shift. The curves for shifts of 2, 6, and 10 nm are
shown in Fig. 5(b). The curves display characteristics similar
to those for downshifts, with the flooring at low BER for the
largest shift much more evident.

In characterizing the capability for shifts both up and
down in wavelength, complete coverage of a 10-nm range by
our wavelength converter has effectively been demonstrated.
Although not presented here, a similar experiment using a
DFB laser directly modulated at 2.5 Gb/s as the optical signal
source has also been performed. With this input signal, the
wavelength converter demonstrated complete coverage of a
16-nm range. Finally, we note that in practice some margin
would be required if these devices were to be used in an actual
system. This would reduce the range of wavelength coverage.
Fig. 5(c) shows the measured margin versus wavelength shift
for this measurement where margin is defined as the converted
signal attenuation required to degrade the BER to 10.

C. Pump-to-Probe Ratio

The dependence of the dc conversion efficiency on the
P/Q ratio is well understood, with a 3-dB ratio being optimal
for maximum efficiency at fixed total input power. However,
it has previously been shown that this ratio is not optimal
for the case of a modulated input signal [21]. Modulating a
high percentage of the input power to the SOA can induce
modulation of the SOA gain and cause ISI. To date, most
reported experiments have simply maintained a large P/Q ratio
and mentioned the possibility of this problem [14], [18]. In
this section, we investigate the effect of P/Q ratio on the
performance of the wavelength converter. Before proceeding,
we remind the reader that the utility of the P/Q ratio as a
parameter requires that the SOA be operated in deep saturation.

To achieve varying P/Q ratio values, the input signal power
to the wavelength converter is varied. This maintains the
overall dc input power to the SOA approximately constant,
due to the high level of saturation of the high-power EDFA
preceding the SOA. The dc P/Q ratio was varied from 4.7
to 20 dB, with the wavelength shift kept constant at 9-nm
downshift. The setup for this experiment is identical to that
shown in Fig. 3 except for a variable attenuator introduced at
the wavelength converter input to vary the P/Q ratio, and use
of a DFB laser directly modulated at 2.5 Gb/s. This data rate
is selected to enable comparison of the data with that for the
multichannel results that will be presented in Section III-B.

BER versus received power data was taken for multiple
patterns, PRBS 2 1 and PRBS 2 1. The BER curves
for P/Q ratios of 4.7 and 20 dB are shown in Fig. 6(a). The
curves for P/Q 4.7 dB show linear performance with only
a minimal pattern dependence. However, the curves for P/Q

20 dB show degraded performance, with the curves shifted
to slightly higher powers and some flooring evident at the
smallest BER values (this results from the reduced OSNR of
the converted signal). Again, there is only a slight pattern
dependence to the performance, with PRBS 21 yielding a
small degradation. The longer patterns contain longer strings
of “1’s” and “0’s,” allowing for more complete saturation of
the SOA gain and hence the possibility of more ISI.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. (a) BER versus received power data for the various P/Q ratios at 2.5
Gb/s. (b) Sensitivity versus P/Q ratios for single-channel operation at 2.5 Gb/s.

To further quantify the performance we define the sensitivity
as the received power required for a BER of 10. The
sensitivity as a function of the P/Q ratio is shown in Fig. 6(b).
For a high P/Q ratio, the converted signal power is low,
yielding a reduced OSNR at the SOA output. In this case, the
BER versus received power curves exhibit flooring, thereby
degrading the sensitivity. As the P/Q ratio decreases to 10 dB,
the converted signal power and the OSNR increase. The higher
OSNR eliminates the flooring in the curves and the sensitivity
improves. As the P/Q ratio decreases further, the optical pump
power begins to decrease due to cross gain saturation in the
high power EDFA and in the SOA itself. For the small P/Q
ratios, this causes the sensitivity to flatten out. This flattening
is slightly more than would be predicted based on modeling
EDFA and SOA gain saturation and might also be the effect
of ISI caused by fluctuations in the saturation of the SOA.

Similar to Summerfield and Tucker [21], we have found that
operating at a P/Q ratio of 3 dB is not optimal. The converter
shows relatively flat, consistent performance for P/Q ratios
ranging from about 5–15 dB or equivalently a dynamic input
power range of about 10 dB. This is similar to the results of
[21], shifted to smaller P/Q. Additionally, the performance of
the converter is relatively independent of the pattern length,
with minimal degradation resulting from increasing the pattern
length from 2 1 to 2 1.

III. M ULTICHANNEL OPERATION

One advantage of wavelength conversion by FWM is the
potential to perform conversion of multiple channels simul-
taneously without first using demultiplexing equipment to
separate the incoming signals. This can simplify, for example,
dispersion compensation in WDM systems by mid-span optical
phase conjugation. However, simultaneous conversion does
present the opportunity for crosstalk between the signals
[17]–[19]. The magnitude of this crosstalk is determined ap-
proximately by the P/Q ratio and is experimentally investigated
in this section.

A. Experimental Setup

The setup for this experiment is identical to the setup shown
in Fig. 3, except that in this experiment we begin with two
probe signals provided by two DFB lasers directly modulated
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. (a) BER versus received power data for both channels of a mul-
tichannel converter at 2.5 Gb/s with P/Q= 16 dB. (b) Detected eyes for
dual channel operation at 2.5 Gb/s with small (7.4 dB) and large (16 dB)
pump-to-probe ratios.

at 2.5 Gb/s using complementary data patterns. To decorrelate
the data on the two channels, the signals propagate through
different lengths of fiber before being combined in a 50/50
BDC and then input to the wavelength converter. The signals
were separated in wavelength by 1.5 nm. Signal power levels
were adjusted so as to give identical P/Q ratios at the SOA
output. The selected pump wavelength provided 6 and 9 nm
downshifts for the inner and outer channel, respectively.

B. Multichannel Performance

By maintaining a large P/Q ratio, the input signals do not
significantly contribute to the gain saturation of the high-
power EDFA and the SOA, and simultaneous wavelength
conversion of both channels is possible. Fig. 7(a) shows the
BER performance of two channels converted at a P/Q ratio of
18 dB. Both channels show a linear BER performance with
identical sensitivity and only modest flooring.

This performance was only attainable for a large P/Q ratio.
Through the mechanism of cross-gain saturation in the SOA,
both a signal and the noise it carries can be impressed on the
pump wave. This effect worsens with decreasing P/Q ratio and
can be easily observed in the conversion of a single channel.
For example, with P/Q ratios of 5 dB, cross-gain saturation
is so effective that it is possible to attain BER10 by
detecting the inverted signal that has been imprinted on the
pump. In two channel conversion, this process can impose the

Fig. 8. Experimental setup for cascaded wavelength conversions at 10 Gb/s.

signal and the noise of one channel onto the converted signal
of the other channel. This is evident in the eye diagram shown
in the upper panel of Fig. 7(b), taken during multichannel
operation with a P/Q ratio of 7.4 dB. Here, we see that
the eye has two “1” levels; the higher and lower “1” level
corresponding to when the channel not being detected is “0”
and “1,” respectively.

For larger P/Q ratios, the contribution to gain saturation by
the input signals is negligible and the eye diagrams show no
evidence of dual “1” levels. This can be seen in the eye pattern
shown in the lower panel of Fig. 7(b), taken for a P/Q ratio of
16 dB. For this P/Q ratio, the sensitivity under multichannel
operation is within 0.5 dB of the sensitivity under single-
channel operation at the same P/Q ratio. For the wavelength
converter of this study, the sensitivity of the converted signal
under multichannel operation began to degrade, compared to
single-channel operation, for a P/Q less than 15 dB. The
exact point at which degradation occurs, however, will depend
on several factors and this value should not be taken as a
fundamental limit.

IV. CASCADABILITY

With wavelength converters as the interconnection elements
between levels in a WDM system, a signal traveling between
multiple levels would be required to undergo multiple conver-
sions. Consequently, implementation of converters in scalable
WDM networks will require converters with sufficient OSNR
for cascading. In this section we review recent results on
the first demonstration of cascaded wavelength conversion by
FWM in an SOA [25].

A. Cascaded Wavelength Conversions

The system used to investigate cascadability of wavelength
converters is shown in Fig. 8. The pump wave for both
converters is provided by the same laser, split in a 50/50 BDC.
This allows our cascaded converters to shift the signal down in
wavelength and then back up to the original wavelength. Doing
this, we are able to accurately compare the twice-converted
signal performance to that of the original signal as both signals
will be at the same wavelength (and hence will see the same
preamplified receiver performance).

The cascade system performance is evaluated at multiple
points in the system. First, a back-to-back baseline analysis
of the original, unconverted signal is performed. Next, the
performance of the first converter is characterized by detecting
the signal at its output. Finally, the twice-converted signal
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(a) (b)

Fig. 9. (a) BER versus received power data at various points in the cascaded
system at 10 Gb/s for down and up shifts of 5 nm. (b) Sensitivity at multiple
points in the cascaded system at 10 Gb/s as a function of wavelength shift.

is characterized both with and without a 40-km link of fiber
followed by an EDFA and a bandpass filter to compensate for
propagation losses.

The results for a 5-nm shift down and then up are shown
in Fig. 9(a). Performance after the first wavelength converter
is improved relative to the baseline. This results primarily
from the converted signal wavelength seeing an improved
preamplified receiver performance relative to the original
signal wavelength. After the second conversion, comparison
of the twice converted signal with the original signal shows
minimal degradation of performance. The sensitivity is within
2 dB of the original, unconverted signal. The addition of
the 40-km span of fiber causes a small degradation of the
performance.

This characterization was repeated for down and up shifts
from 4 to 10 nm. The measured sensitivity, again defined as
the received power required for a BER of 10, is presented
in Fig. 9(b). The rise in the sensitivity at the shortest shifts is
due to incomplete suppression of the pump at the output of the
first converter. This was observed to generate noise through an
interferometric effect with the pump in the second converter.
This could be avoided by using an improved bandpass filter.

B. Predicted Limits

Experimentally, we are limited by available equipment to
demonstrating two cascaded FWM SOA wavelength con-
verters. However, using the converter’s measured conversion
efficiency and OSNR, shown in Fig. 4, the limits of the
cascadability for the converter tested here can be modeled
[26]. In the model, each converter is followed by an EDFA
in order to boost the power of the converted signal to a level
high enough to be input into the subsequent converter. The
amplified converted signal is then attenuated to3 dBm. This
power level yields a P/Q ratio of 6 dB, matching the P/Q ratio
used in measuring the conversion efficiencies and OSNR.

A few simple approximations are made to facilitate mod-
eling. The background ASE spectrum generated by the SOA
is assumed to be flat and therefore shift independent. Addi-
tionally, the performance of the EDFA’s is assumed to be
spectrally independent. The assumed background ASE level of

49.25 dBm into 0.1-nm bandwidth and the assumed EDFA

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. (a) Predicted limits of cascaded shifts monotonically down, up and
varying in wavelength. (b) Predicted cascadability improvements resulting
from conversion efficiency improvements.

performance of 33-dB gain with 4.5-dB noise figure are set by
the measured performance of our equipment.

Using these values, the OSNR is calculated until the re-
sulting OSNR falls below that required for 10 BER upon
detection. For the purpose of illustration, this defines the
cascade limit of the wavelength converter. It should be noted
that this model does not take into account any additional BER
performance degradation that may occur from signal distortion
or extinction ratio degradation.

The predicted cascadability of the converter is shown in
Fig. 10(a). The number of cascaded shifts possible is calcu-
lated for shifts of equal magnitude down and up in wavelength.
Up to 37 downshifts of 2 nm are possible. This rapidly
drops to only 3 downshifts at 10 nm per shift. The 18-nm
downshift is not cascadable. The reduced conversion efficiency
for wavelength upshifts results in reduced cascadability for
repeated upshifts. Only 11 upshifts of 2 nm are possible,
and the converter is not cascadable for upshifts of 8 nm and
greater. Alternating between shifts up and down in wavelength
provides intermediate cascadability performance, indicated by
the shaded region.

Possibly the most useful result of this model is the ability to
predict the improvement in the cascadability that could result
from improved conversion efficiency and OSNR. Increased
efficiencies could result from improvements in the SOA de-
sign, such as increased saturation power or increased length.
Fig. 10(b) compares the cascadability for repeated downshifts
for the converter of this study with that for hypothetical
converters providing conversion efficiencies that are 3 and 10
dB greater. The number of cascaded shifts possible is almost
directly proportional to the conversion efficiency.

V. TIME RESOLVED SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

Most of the optical fiber utilized world-wide is nondisper-
sion shifted fiber, with its zero dispersion point near 1.3m.
The successful development of EDFA’s has mandated the use
of 1.55- m lasers for long-haul links. With EDFA’s properly
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Fig. 11. 10-Gb/s eye diagrams at 0 km, 120 km without mid-span phase
conjugation, and 120 km with optical phase conjugation.

placed in the link, the primary factor limiting achievable trans-
mission distance becomes signal distortion due to chromatic
dispersion from propagation in the optical fiber. Intrinsic to the
process of wavelength conversion by FWM is optical phase
conjugation of the input signal. Yarivet al. [45] proposed
optical phase conjugation to compensate for chromatic disper-
sion in single-mode fiber. Demonstrations have utilized both
SOA [16] and fiber [46], [19] FWM wavelength converters to
perform the optical phase conjugation with impressive results.

We have performed optical phase conjugation on a 10-
Gb/s signal over 120 km of standard, nondispersion shifted
fiber. The eye diagrams are shown in Fig. 11. For 120-km
transmission with mid-point optical phase conjugation, the eye
diagrams show fairly accurate regeneration of the original sig-
nal. There is some additional noise, due to OSNR degradation
induced by the EDFA’s and the wavelength converter, but we
are still able to perform error-free detection at 10 Gb/s for
over 2 min. In addition to the extra noise, there is a some
minor distortion of the original signal. This most likely indi-
cates nonideal phase conjugation by the wavelength converter,
resulting from additional chirp introduced by the converter
and discussed below. The magnitude of this additional chirp
is dependent upon the P/Q ratio, which determines the modal
gain fluctuations that occur. Below, we investigate this chirp
and its dependence on P/Q ratio using the technique of time-
resolved spectral analysis.

A. Experimental Setup

To evaluate the performance of FWM SOA wavelength
converters as optical phase conjugators and to also gain
information on the presence of parasitic chirp upon conversion,
we have performed time resolved spectral analysis (TRSA).
This technique has previously been used for evaluating the
spectral characteristics of modulated lasers [47]. By passing
the signal through a narrow bandpass filter before detection,
the signal’s spectral shape can be determined as a function of
time. In this paper, TRSA is performed on 10-Gb/s signals,
both unconverted and converted, that have been generated
by a directly modulated DFB laser. The narrow bandpass
filter utilized is a Hewlett-Packard optical spectrum analyzer
with an optional optical output port. It’s bandwidth of 0.8Å
is not optimal, but provides superior stability. The center
wavelength of the filter is stepped by 0.05Å over the entire
spectral width of the signal for each measurement. The filtered
signals are then detected for each step, using the preamplified

Fig. 12. Time resolved spectral analysis of both the input signal and the
converted signal. at 10 Gb/s. (a) The complete 10-Gb/s bit pattern. (b) The
unconverted and (c) the converted signal contour plots of constant power
with time and frequency as the x- and y-axis, respectively. (d) The measured
average wavelength of the unconverted signal (inverted) and the converted
signal for a P/Q ratios of 3, 6, and 9 dB. (e) Predicted SOA gain fluctuations
for P/Q ratios of 3, 6, and 9 dB.

receiver described above but without the electrical amplifier.
The signals are then input to a microwave transition analyzer
from which data is gathered and processed using a LABVIEW
program. The pump laser wavelength of the converter is set
to provide a 6-nm shift.

B. Additional Chirp

TRSA was first performed on multiple patterns with a P/Q
ratio of 6 dB. The results of the analysis for the pattern (1001
1100) are shown in Fig. 12. Fig. 12(a) shows the complete,
unfiltered bit pattern. Fig. 12(b) and (c) shows TRSA contour
plots of constant power for both the unconverted and the
converted signals with time and wavelength as theand
axes, respectively. These plots clearly illustrate the spectral
inversion resulting from the optical phase conjugation that is
intrinsic to the FWM process. Also apparent is an increase in
the spectral width of the converted signal.

For a more quantitative analysis, the average wavelength
was calculated for each point in time [48]. For the pattern
presented, the spectral width increased by 0.27Å, or 23%,
upon wavelength conversion. For all the patterns tested at a
P/Q ratio of 6 dB, the span increased between 0.05 and 0.5
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Å, or 6 to 44%. The magnitude of the increase was found to
depend on the P/Q ratio. The measured average wavelength
of a (1001 1100) pattern for P/Q ratios of 3, 6, and 9 dB is
shown in Fig. 12(d). The average wavelength span increases
by 0.38, 0.27, and 0.054̊A, or by 31.5%, 22.8%, 4.5%. Also
shown is the average wavelength of the unconverted signal
(inverted for easy comparison).

This additional chirp is introduced primarily by parasitic
signal modulation of the SOA gain. Ignoring the transit time
of the signal in the SOA and assuming a spatially independent
gain, a simple analysis of signal amplification yields the
equations [49]

(2)

where is the modal gain, is the small-signal modal gain,
is the spontaneous lifetime, is the total power in the SOA,

is the saturation power of the SOA,is the phase of the
signal, is the linewidth enhancement factor, andis the
length of the SOA. The exponent of 1.2 has been added to the
gain saturation term to more accurately match the measured
saturation dependence, which is not simply linear due to the
compressively strained quantum wells [50]. The predicted gain
modulation produced by a (1001 1100) pattern for P/Q ratios
of 3, 6, and 9 dB is shown in Fig. 12(e). Maximum modal
gain modulations of 4.45, 2.50, and 1.33 cmare predicted.
These gain modulations produce phase fluctuations through the
linewidth enhancement factor. The phase fluctuations predicted
agree well with the additional chirp measured on the converted
signal.

VI. CONCLUSION

Wavelength conversion by FWM in SOA’s is the only
method for wavelength conversion that provides both strict
transparency and arbitrary wavelength mapping. In this paper,
we have provided an update on state-of-the-art results con-
cerning wavelength conversion at high data rates, multichannel
conversion and cascaded conversion. In addition, we have tried
to clarify some of the important systems issues concerning the
potential application of these devices. This includes the impor-
tance of deep saturation operation of the SOA mixer, the role
of pump-to-probe ratio in determining intersymbol interference
in multichannel conversion, as well the characterization of
parasitic chirp upon conversion in these devices. There remain
many serious problems that must be overcome if these devices
are ever to find use in systems. The most significant of these
are: 1) the lack of a convenient means to realize polarization
independent conversion (i.e., without resorting to use of dual
pump waves [27]); and 2) the lack of a convenient technique
for separation of the input signal and pump wave from the
converted signal wave. Nonetheless, much progress has been
made over the last two years on the issue of OSNR that once
was considered the primary impediment to success and this
bodes well for further progress on these new fronts.
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